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An interest in materiality, surface and making draws architect AHMM, profiled in this
issue, to brick. Halfway across
the world, iSTUDIO may well
become Mumbai’s AHMM, but
for now the young office is
completing the Brick House,
a homage to Indian pioneers
Laurie Baker and Nari Gandhi.
Not far away, Louis Kahn’s
magnificent tour-de-force of
brickwork at Ahmedabad is
celebrating its half century.
Katherina Lewis
To find out more about the bricks or pavers
in featured projects, or to submit work, email
brick@brick.org.uk or phone 020 7323 7030.
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NEWS

FIRST PERSON

Finland’s largest academic library
Won in competition, the University of
Helsinki City Campus Library by Anttinen
Oiva Architects is currently under constructtion in the heart of Finland’s capital city. Due
to complete next year, the 11-storey building
will amalgamate five existing faculty libraries,
and is characterised by a striking curved brick
facade. A dense fenestration grid blurs the
internal floor division, while terraced reading
galleries are revealed between large brick
arches set into the main elevation.

Mixed-use scheme finds its niche
Niche Architects has obtained planning consent for a mixed-use scheme in London’s East
End. The four-storey building comprises five
commercial units at ground and first floor level
with apartments above. For the facades, engineering brick is combined with large recessed
windows which refer to nearby warehouses
associated with the area’s industrial past.

Three reasons why brick is best
The Brick Development Association has
launched a comprehensive marketing
campaign aimed at increasing the awareness of
the benefits of using brick in UK construction
projects. Continuing the successful Think
Brick brand, the 2011 campaign will focus
on three key propositions: brick is better for
the environment, brick is built to last, and
brick is low cost. The BDA has also launched
this year’s Brick Awards. The closing date for
entries is 17 June. Entry forms are available
from www.brick.org.uk/brickawards2011 or
by emailing brick@brick.org.uk or calling
the BDA on 020 7323 7030.

Brick roads on a roll
A Dutch company could help revolutionise
the construction of brick and stone paved
roads – a hitherto time and labour intensive
process – with a device resembling a giant
printer. Made by Vanku, the Tiger-Stone
paving machine is fed loose bricks, which are
packed together and laid onto the road surface as the device moves along. Capable of
laying 300 square metres of road per day, the
machine can be used for paths, bike lanes
and carriageways up to six metres wide.
4 • BB SPRING 11

Based in Mumbai, iSTUDIO is a
young office with a growing reputation
for experimentation and innovation.
Eschewing a typological approach,
iSTUDIO strives to respond to each
project contextually, whether in terms
of client or site requirements.
‘We believe that architecture has an
essential impact on every aspect of
society and must be used responsibly’,
say partners Shriya Parasrampuria,
Prashant Dupare and Amit Patil.
‘All partners have a background in
alternative technologies and study
of traditional methods and materials,
and each contributes to the firm’s
ideology and designs. Combining
traditional methods of construction
with technological innovation gives
our structures a rootedness in the local
context, yet manifests a contemporary
spirit in its interpretation.’

Brick has a local and a poor man’s feel in
any remote village in the mid-western state
of Maharashtra in India. How you play with
it is the key to making it a modern man’s
earthy and vernacular home, writes iStudio.
The Brick House is a 2500 square foot
farmhouse set in the hills among the rural
settlements of Wada, 100 kilometres north
of our office in Mumbai. We wanted the
architecture to have an immediate impact,
encouraging the viewer to make new observations and not be complacent about the
spaces they occupy. An individualistic piece
of architecture, the organic form emerges
from the ground, following dips and peaks.
Each space flows into another along curved
lines, and leading into a seamless space of
the central courtyard. The visitor begins
their journey along the curved jali brick
wall, which offers tantalising glimpses of the
interior, drawing them into a dramatic composition of light and shade.
The stark contrast of the stone entrance
wall against the exposed brickwork draws
attention to the contrasting textures of both
materials. Entering the structure, one is
greeted by diffused sunlight falling on the
central water basin that serves to cool the
house. The interior space is dominated by
two huge arches of brick and stone which
open to give vistas of distant farms and hills.
The domestic spaces are zoned in
response to climatic conditions and views,
and level changes allow for differing views
and a distinction between the living room,
kitchen and dining space. This arrangement
is unusual for an Indian household yet,
because of its location, the kitchen becomes
the pivotal point of the household. A stone
staircase rises to the upper bedroom, connected by an open terrace. This volume is
positioned to the south-west to shade the
courtyard and keep the water basin cool.
The house is built with unadorned brickwork, which gives an earthy feel to the

spaces. The positions and sizes of openings
are dictated by climate to allow for daylight,
cross ventilation and passive cooling.
We ordered an initial batch of bricks
from the neighbouring state of Gujarat, but
then we discovered a local brick kiln that
could produce well-finished good quality
bricks. Drawing inspiration from the Britishborn Indian architect Laurie Baker (19172007), we used techniques like rat-trap
bonds for brickwork, filler slabs, brick jalis

(lattice screens) and built-in furniture. The
rat-trap bond helps in reducing the amount
of material used, as well as providing natural
insulation and ready-made conduits for electrical work. The bricks are set on their three
inch face instead of the usual four inch side.
The brick arches form large openings that
are consistent with the circular planning of
the structure. Strategic use of jalis allowed
for cross ventilation without opening windows or shutters, a technique adopted from

the age-old local traditions. These proven
low-cost eco-friendly technologies, the
reduced requirement for steel and cement,
use of local materials and avoiding plastering, have allowed the house to be constructed for just £16,300.
When you understand brick, it allows for
flexibility and experimentation, yet by its
very nature, it gives solidity. Brick’s texture
makes the architecture feel close to nature,
with a sense of earthiness, tradition and age.
Above In designing the brick house, iStudio has been
inspired by both the philosophies and works of Laurie Baker
and Nari Gandhi. Each room flows into another, leading into
a seamless space held by the central courtyard. The solar
path, brick lattice jalis and arched openings help introduce
light and wind into each space.
Left (first/second photos) Birmingham-born Laurie
Baker (1917-2007) worked as an anaesthetist during the
second world war in China. His boat home was delayed
in Bombay where he met Nari Gandhi and resolved to
return. Emigrating in 1945 Baker first worked in Uttar
Pradesh where he designed a number of leprosy institutions. In 1966, he moved south to Peerumede in Kerala
and, in 1970, to Trivandrum where he settled, designing
buildings throughout Kerala. He worked for the Housing
& Urban Development Corporation and set up the
Centre of Science & Technology for Rural Development.
Left (third/fourth photos) Nari Gandhi (1934-93) studied architecture at Sir JJ College of Architecture, Mumbai
and apprenticed with Frank Lloyd Wright at Taliesin.
Back in India, he developed Wright’s ideas of organic
architecture and free-flowing space; working without an
office and rarely making any drawings, he always engaged
in the construction process.
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Artistic ambition

A school arts and media centre by
Khosla Associates makes use of bold
massing and sculptural forms.
Won in competition, the Arts and Media
Centre at The Doon School in Dehra Dun,
north India, by Khosla Associates comprises
two linked buildings housing studios, a lecture
theatre and exhibition spaces. Conceived as an
artist’s journey of discovery, the two-storey
building is planned around a central doubleheight spine that runs east-west and encourages pupils to traverse, wander, turn and
reflect. Projecting from the spine is a composition of abstract sculptural forms rendered in
different materials and colours. The internal
spaces are north-lit using a series of skylights,
while the studios open into a courtyard, ensuring good levels of natural ventilation and a
strong link between inside and out.
Brick was chosen as the main external
material to complement the predominantly
masonry architecture of the existing school
campus. Exposed brick tiles juxtaposed with
olive-coloured corrugated metal sheets and
glass are set against a spine of yellow slate.
Curved corners soften the edge of the building
and are detailed with bands of brick-on-edge.
Opposite below Ground and first floor plans.
Credits Photos: Bharath Ramamrutham (main image,
opposite far left), Amit Parischa.

Surface treatment

The Garden House by Durbach Block Jaggers
Architects is situated on a sloping site in
Bellevue Hill, an eastern suburb of Sydney,
Australia. Hidden within the L-shaped plan is
a garden court that bridges between the floors
and blurs the distinction between inside and
outside. The brick facade is given a fabric-like
quality through its pattern, texture and treatment. Using rolled and recycled bricks, two
moves were incorporated into the brick laying.
The first was to tilt a full brick in or outside of
the facade alignment. The second was to introduce half-bricks into the coursing in multiples
of one, two and three (Flemish and English
bonds). The masonry walls were finished in a
sand-free cement-based paint. The smooth
white-washed effect holds the brick pattern
together, softening the edges, filling cavities
and resulting in a coherent surface.
Credits Photos: Brett Boardman.
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Vehicular vernacular

14

Michael Graves’ distinctive brick
motor museum in The Hague.
Designed by Michael Graves & Associates with
Van Den Pauwert Architecten, the Louwman
Museum is situated in parkland adjacent to the
Royal Palace in The Hague, Holland. The
museum contains 10,000 square metres of
exhibition space dedicated to Evert Louwman's
collection of historic cars, coaches and motorcycles. The plan is bisected east-west by the
Great Hall, which has an arched timber roof
and separates exhibition spaces from smaller
public rooms. Steep pitched roofs reduce the
apparent scale of the museum. The red brick
facades incorporate a woven pattern that contrasts with understated surfaces elsewhere,
which include grey stone panels and slate tiles.

Downstairs upstairs
Studio 54 Architecture has reconfigured the
rear of a house in north London to improve
its relationship with the garden. The scheme,
which replaces an existing conservatory,
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Ground floor plan 1 Market square, 2 prefunction,
3 workshop, 4 auditorium, 5 gentlemen’s room, 6 giftshop, 7 entrance, 8 tickets, 9 petit gallery, 10 kitchen,
11 Great Hall, 12 gallery, 13 stair hall, 14 pavilion.
Credits Photos: Louwman Museum.

comprises a wide stepped access leading from
new glazed doors at lower ground level up to
the garden. A balcony on the upper ground
floor links the kitchen to the garden by way of
a shallow line of steps above a garden store.
A new entrance is also provided from the stair
landing. Intended to accentuate the horizontal rhythm of the composition, the walls and

paving comprise charcoal-fired, waterstruck
long bricks with horizontal raked joints. The
brick chosen was originally developed for
Peter Zumthor’s Kolumba Museum in
Cologne, Germany. Horizontal strips of western red cedar, aligned flush with and corresponding to the narrow brick courses, are
used to clad the balcony and the door and

cladding panel to the garden store (below).
Studio 54 says the choice of finish is among
the most important decisions that an architect can make, and the value of using a high
quality brick can almost always be justified in
terms of the long-term visual benefits.
Credits Photos: Kate Blee.

Statement of intent
The Django Building by Rotterdam-based
KCAP (Kees Christiaanse Architects &
Planners) is a 15,000 square metre mixed-use
complex in Amsterdam’s Zuidas development zone. Planned around a central courtyard, the nine-storey building nestles between
the 29-storey twin towers of Architekten Cie’s
Amsterdam Symphony (BB Autumn 2010)
and Ateliers Lion’s 20-storey Duke Tower.
The lower floors comprise mainly commercial spaces with green glass facades.
Located above, the apartments are characterised by black brick facades, featuring a
repetitive but subtly shifting pattern of
anodised window frames and balconies. The
glazed surface of the brick reflects the light
and mirrors the surroundings, even on rainy
days. Masonry was favoured for its warmth
and tactility, as well as signalling the building’s residential status within the otherwise
business-orientated Zuidas district.
Credits Photos: Paulien Borst
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Unfolding memory

Niall McLaughlin’s Alzheimer’s
Respite Centre employs radiating
brick walls and timber lanterns.
The Alzheimer’s Respite Centre in Dublin by
Niall McLaughlin Architects is built in an eighteenth-century walled kitchen garden, with
granite on the north and east, and warm brick
stocks on the sunward sides. The scheme is
inspired by Rudolf Schindler’s Kings Road
House in California and Luis Barragan’s own
house in Mexico City – ‘a memory of constant
unfolding within the limits of a fixed container’. The architect says that people with
Alzheimer’s Disease benefit from remaining in
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Town and country

Surgical precision

Designed for a young family, this 400 square
metre house by DVA Arhitekta is set in a leafy
residential area close to Zagreb city centre in
Croatia. The brief was to provide privacy from
the north-facing street, while opening up the
south elevation to the views and mature planting at the rear of the site.
Conceived as a solid object from which the
external terraces and interior spaces have
been carved, the house contains a living area
on the ground floor, with bedrooms above
and a large basement and garage below. An
atrium located adjacent to the staircase contributes to good levels of natural daylight,
while maintaining privacy from the west.
The house is built with waste bricks, ie
factory leftovers, that are intended to complement the old and unfinished character of the
local neighbourhood. Energy efficiency is
provided by geothermal heating and cooling,
as well as a state-of-the-art HVAC system.

Baldry Gardens Health Centre by Henley
Halebrown Rorrison is a new GP surgery and
community health centre in Streatham,
south London. The £3m building uses brick
and block cavity wall construction, with the
facing brick varied in both tone and hue to
reflect the range of brick stocks found in the
locality. The variegated brickwork is pointed
flush with chocolate brown mortar to create
a dense monolithic form. Clay airbricks and
weepholes, achieved by the omission of mortar in the perpends, eschew the need for the
plastic products commonly associated with
contemporary brickwork. Movement joints
are marked by a subtle dissonance in the
brickwork patterns. Metal doors, railings and
louvres in salmon pink, cream and two hues
of brown seek to caricature the brickwork,
according to the architects. Windows are
bronze anodised aluminium with green glass
to complement the brick tones.

Credits Photos: Robert Leš.

Credits Photo: Nick Kane.

company at the social hub of things. At the
same time they feel a deep need to wander. The
1500 square metre, single-storey building is
planned around and frames a series of new garden spaces, which take the form of courtyards,
orchards, allotments and lawns. Users are able
to negotiate the building using wandering
loops. Journeys, where possible, are through
gardens and rooms, avoiding claustrophobic
corridors. No route ends in a cul-de-sac which
might induce disorientation and panic.
Radiating, yellow brick walls in a stretcher bond
with square recessed joints extend into the
landscape and support square, timber-framed
lanterns that bring daylight into the deep plan.
Credits Architect: Niall McLaughlin Architects; structure,
m&e: Buro Happold Consultants; qs: Tom D’Arcy & Co;
landscape architect: Desmond Fitzgerald Architects; fire
safety: Greaney Fire Safety; acoustic engineer: Paul Gillieron
Acoustic Design; contractor: Lissadell Construction;
Photos: Nick Kane.
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Simon Allford and Paul Monaghan
discuss AHMM’s evolutionary approach to
designing with brick with John Ramshaw.

For Allford Hall Monaghan Morris (AHMM),
architecture is defined by the experience of the
user: buildings should not only be easy to understand, but also satisfying to use and beautiful to look
at. Founded in 1989 by Simon Allford, Jonathan
Hall, Paul Monaghan and Peter Morris and now
150-strong, the practice favours a collaborative
approach to design that is pragmatic, analytical,
and refreshingly unegotistical. The work, which
12 • BB SPRING 11

Above/left Dalston Lane social housing, east
London (1999). A blue glazed brick base is
designed to engage with the street, expressing
quality, joy and durability (ph: AHMM).
Above Crown Street Buildings in Leeds (2005)
exemplifies AHMM’s ‘brick as frame’ typology
(ph: Tim Soar).
Opposite top Jubilee School in south London
(2002) employs a glazed brick plinth to ground
the building and create an exuberant yet resilient
external finish (ph: AHMM).
Opposite above left The Johnson Building in
London (2006) rejects the brick reveal in favour
of a flat, plane-like aesthetic (ph: AHMM).
Opposite above right The sculptural quality
of brick is expressed at Church Street in east
London (2009) in the form of loggias and
deep balconies (ph: Tim Soar).

covers housing, schools, offices, medical facilities
and arts projects, is contextually, programmatically
and architecturally diverse, and resists easy stylistic
categorisation.
This is due in part to AHMM’s longstanding
interest in materiality, surface and making. The
practice seems equally at ease using state-of-the-art
curtain walling or rainscreen cladding, as it does
more traditional forms of timber and masonry construction, Materials are always chosen with great
care and used in ways that are both expressive and
economical. While there is no single material that
is immediately identified with the practice, brick
has remained a constant, finding its way into a high
proportion of projects, always thoughtfully and
often in ways that are unexpected.

‘Our fascination with brick stems from an innate
desire to tease out its inner qualities, almost in a
Kahnian way,’ says Simon Allford. ‘Each project is
influenced by the preceding one, with brick ideas
tested and subtle adjustments and refinements
made.’ Thematically, the buildings correspond to
three specific types: brick as base, brick as frame,
and brick as envelope. Early projects, such as North
Croydon Medical Centre (1998), Dalston Lane
(1999), and Jubilee School (2002) often used brick
at the base of the building with render above.
Allford says this was influenced to some extent by
the work of Adolf Loos, and is an established
approach to placing lower cost buildings in the
city, giving priority to the finishes at street level.
At Jubilee School in Brixton, south London, blue

glazed bricks form a plinth that grounds the building and provides an exuberant yet resilient external
finish. Glazed bricks are also used at Dalston Lane –
a social housing scheme in east London for the
Peabody Trust – with render in a bold checkerboard
pattern on the upper floors. Inspired by Edwin
Lutyens’ checkerboard brick paneling at Page
Street (1928-30) on the Grosvenor Estate in
Pimlico, the graphical quality of the render locates
the building within the wider urban context. In
contrast, the brick base engages directly with the
street, expressing quality and durability. The decision to use a relatively expensive and unusual brick,
where one might expect to find a traditional
London stock, endows each project with a civic
quality that belies its tight budgetary constraints.
BB SPRING 11 • 13

Brick as ‘frame’ is exemplified by the Crown Street
Buildings, a mixed-use commercial and residential
development in the centre of Leeds (2005). The
masonry facades are in places aligned flush with the
metal reveals to the windows and panels of brightly
coloured ceramic tile. Elsewhere, the window openings are pushed back, revealing a full brick depth
and expressing the three-dimensional nature of the
skin. This approach is taken a step further at Church
Street, a social housing scheme in Stratford, east
London (2009). Instead of creating defined window
recesses, entire portions of the facade are recessed
to form brick loggias and balconies. The masonry
skin also extends inside the building, resulting in
common areas and circulation spaces that are
extremely hard-wearing and low maintenance.
14 • BB SPRING 11

In contrast to both Crown Street and Church
Street, the Johnson Building in London (2006)
rejects the brick reveal entirely in favour of a
smooth, planar aesthetic. The composition is a play
of glass and brick, light and shade, with the flushfaced windows and their minimal frames abstracted
within the plane-like masonry walls. Allford
explains that in order to avoid an unsatisfactory
‘half-way house’, the brick reveal or recess is always
expressed clearly or else it is not employed at all.
Bonding is another key issue for the practice.
‘Brick is being dumbed down by modern construction’, explains Allford. ‘You don’t get interesting
bonds because the Building Regulations have led to
cavity walls, which means a single skin of endless
stretcher bond. If you look at almost any historical

Top/above Horizontal banding is expressed at
Waverley School in Birmingham (2012) and
Norwood Hall Joint Service Centre in London
(2012) by using different shades of mortar and
raked mortar courses respectively.
Above right The use of a thin black brick at
Sunshine House in south London (2007)
transforms the appearance of a standard
stretcher bond (phs: Tim Soar, Rob Parrish).
Opposite Barking Central is a £72m mixed-use
development in east London (2010). Every
fourth brick on Bath House is a standard cant
brick with a recessed corner (phs: Rob Parrish).
Smooth masonry facades used on an 18-storey
tower are carefully layered to reveal recessed
balconies and flush-faced windows (ph: Tim Soar).

wall you have wonderful bonds, but if you put a new
brick wall alongside, however expensive, it will
always looks a bit cheap because its stretcher,
stretcher, stretcher. There’s no variation.’ As an
antidote to this, the practice often focuses on the
raking and shadowing of the bond, as well as the
quality and proportion of the brick.
At Sunshine House in south London (2007), the
appearance of the stretcher bond is transformed by
the use of a thin black brick. Allford says the practice
fought hard to retain the special brick, which
although not dissimilar in unit price to a standardsized product, cost more to lay. The depth of the
masonry is revealed through a series of glimpsed
courtyards placed at 90 degrees to the main facade,
while the unusual choice of colour ensures a constantly changing aesthetic, as the brick surface
appears to turn white upon catching the sunlight.
‘By specifying a good brick you’ve done 80 per cent
of the work’, says Monaghan. ‘A brick that has real
quality in terms of grain, colour and depth is so
strong that everything else can be quite subordinate.’
Some of AHMM’s most recent brick projects
achieve striking visual effects by using comparatively simple modelling techniques, as with Waverley
School in Birmingham. Due to complete in late
2012, this project will employ different shades of
mortar – from white to black – to create a series of
horizontal layers or bands across the dark brick
facades. Computer visualisations indicate an
intriguing perceptual effect in which the brick
appears to take on different tones, despite being
a uniform colour.
A variation on this theme can be seen on the
design for Norwood Hall Joint Service Centre in
Lambeth, south London (2012). Instead of changing colour, the mortar is raked on alternate courses
(by up to 25mm), producing deep shadow lines.
This gives a stratified appearance, even though the
brick is again of uniform colour and texture. The
bricks appear to project and recess on alternate
faces at the corners of the building, resulting in a
shifting effect that adds to the layered, three-dimensional nature of the facades. In both projects, variation is achieved without recourse to expensive
bricks or complicated detailing.
Texture and surface manipulation are also key
features of Barking Central, a £72m mixed-use
development in east London comprising apartments, retail units, a hotel, and a learning centre
(2010). A lower nine-storey residential block, Bath
House, is clad using a dark engineering brick. In
order to reduce the apparent scale of the building
and add visual interest, every fourth brick is a standard cant brick with a recessed corner, resulting in
a diagonal pattern when viewed obliquely. By contrast, the taller 18-storey tower is clad with a fine,
chalk-coloured brick that from a distance gives the
appearance of render. ‘We were trying to get a more
masonry feel,’ Paul Monaghan explains. ‘The tower
appears to be carved out of something solid, rather
than broken down into smaller elements. We also
wanted something that would be gentler on the skyline, in contrast to Barking’s red brick towers, many
of which are now being torn down.’

The smooth masonry facades are carefully layered, employing recessed balconies with brightly
coloured walls and flush window surrounds. The
brick serves as a foil to the coloured wall elements,
preventing them from becoming, in Monaghan’s
words, too ‘flat’ or cartoon-like. Unusually for a
building of this size, the brick is expressed as a
semi-loadbearing element rather than as a series of
panels. For the architect this arose partly by chance
as, due to the effects of the recession, the contractor was able to mobilise a bigger labour force. This
in turn led to the use of scaffolding and traditional
brick laying techniques. ‘The move towards
scaffold-free environments over the last 10 to 15
years has made brick more difficult to use and
driven architects towards panelised formats’, says
BB SPRING 11 • 15

Above Jackson Speedometer is a one-off house in Oklahoma City, USA.
combining bold massing with a cheap textured brick that is white-washed
in keeping with local building tradition.
Above right Kentish Town Health Centre in London (2008) marks a return
to AHMM’s ‘brick as base’ typology; King William Street Quarter will be the
first purpose-built council housing in Barking for over 25 years (phs: AHMM).
Opposite above/below The Level, a mixed-use development in Oklahoma
City, USA, extends the brick base out at ground level to create a sense of
vibrancy and street life; due to complete later this year, AHMM will use
stack-bonded brickwork for the first time on a mixed-use office and
apartment building on Hampstead Road in central London.

Allford. ‘While we have looked into this, we feel that
brick used in this way becomes just another anonymous facing material – it could be a panel of metal,
a panel of render, a panel of anything’.
Perhaps the closest that AHMM has come so far to
expressing brick purely as cladding material is the
11-storey Hampstead Road development in central
London (2012). Located on a triangular site and surrounded by high-rise office buildings, the concreteframed structure will be faced with stack bonded
brickwork. Allford confesses that stack bonding is
something that the practice has resisted for some
time, because ‘bricks need to be bonded, that’s why
they exist’. The technique is being adopted as a way
of re-visiting the ‘brick as veneer’ theme used at
Barking Central.
AHMM is also interested in the way that stack
bonded, vertically aligned bricks catch the light,
compared to conventional stretcher bond. A
textured white brick is being considered with the
intention of creating a rippled effect across the
facades. As ever, brick drives the architecture of the
scheme. ‘If brick is a veneer, then you read it as a
veneer and you play with it as a veneer,’ explains
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Allford explains. ‘In reality, brick is always a veneer,
it’s never a nine inch bond and it’s never load-bearing. We have become more relaxed about saying
that its a cladding material with certain qualities
that we have to draw out.’
The reasons for using brick on any given project
are varied but, as Monaghan explains, context is not
one of them. ‘I cannot think where we have ever
used it because of the context,’ he says. ‘I think
when we set up 20 years ago people would do a
brick building in a brick street because it matched.
We’ve never really used brick in that way. We’ve
used it more because of the scale and because we
enjoy it’. From Allford’s perspective a brick context
presents an additional challenge. ‘If it’s built in
pre-war brick it will be a bond, and therefore brickfor-brick we are never going to match it. If you come
in and try to be part of the context you are going to
look like a second rate, twenty-first century version
of it. You therefore have to use brick in a more
imaginative way. If you don’t, it will just be stretcher
bond, (unlike say, an English garden wall), and it
will look like a cheap building.’
In recent years AHMM has found that the durabil-

ity and robustness of brick has found increasing
favour with housing and public sector clients, where
long-term maintenance costs are an important consideration. A prime example is King William Street
Quarter in Barking, east London, due to complete in
April this year, where AHMM and Maccreanor
Lavington Architects are producing the first purpose-built council housing in the town for some 27
years. Described tongue-in-cheek by Monaghan as
‘Accordia for the masses’, in reference to the awardwinning Cambridge housing development built in
brick, the first phase of the project includes an eightmetre-wide mews street comprising two-storey,
timber-framed brick-faced terraced houses. A good
quality, highly textured light brickwork is used alongside unusually large windows with light green metal
frames. The scale of the fenestration has a strange
visual effect on the brickwork, altering its appearance and elevating it above the commonplace.
Another future project that has been designed to
tight budgetary constraints is Jackson Speedometer,
a one-off house in Oklahoma City, USA. The twostorey dwelling will use a cheap, textured brick that
is white-washed, in keeping with local building

tradition, and features raked mortar joints. Bold
sculptural massing is combined with areas of perforated brick used to form shaded terrace spaces.
The practice’s approach to brick has come almost
full-circle in recent years with a return to ‘brick as
base’. Kentish Town Health Centre in north
London (2008) creates a layered effect by using traditional engineering brick for the ground- floor
base, garden walls and interior spaces. The Level, a
mixed-use development in Oklahoma City, USA,
extends the brick base out at ground level to create
a sense of vibrancy and street life. Sidewalks and
seating areas are defined using buff-coloured
bricks, contrasting with the grey brick used at the
base of the building.
Looking back, Allford admits that it has been a
battle to make brick come alive. ‘When we started
out, the profession used to make brick buildings
that were so bland, with acres of stretcher bond. But
the more we have worked with brick the more we
have enjoyed it, and in the last five to ten years, we
have come to believe that it’s a fantastic material,
that is robust and ages better than any of the other
materials we are using.’
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PRECEDENT

Brick interrogations

Louis Kahn’s tour-de-force
of brickwork, the Indian Institute
of Management at Ahmedabad,
celebrates its fiftieth anniversary
this year. Photos: Edmund Sumner.
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‘To express is to drive. And when you want to give something
presence, you have to consult nature. And there is where
Design comes in. And if you think of Brick, for instance, and
you say to Brick, “What do you want Brick?” And Brick says to
you “I like an Arch”. And if you say to Brick “Look, arches are
expensive, and I can use a concrete lintel over you. What do
you think of that?” “Brick?” Brick says: “... I like an Arch”.’
Louis Kahn’s oft-quoted commentary on the humble
brick refers to its use in his late masterpiece, the Indian
Institute of Management in Ahmedabad, India, currently
celebrating its fiftieth anniversary. Kahn never saw the project complete – he died of a heart attack on 17th March 1974
at Penn Station in New York on the way back from a site visit.
Established in 1961, responsibility for the commission for
the new IIM building was entrusted to the respected Indian
architect Balkrishna Doshi, who had earlier worked on

Above Kahn’s first version of the masterplan, dated 1963, contains the main elements
that remained throughout the project development, albeit with a different orientation.
Below Administration wings along the north-east side flank open courtyards.
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Above Historian Vincent Scully, a lifelong advocate of Kahn’s work, lectured at Caltech in 1992, suggesting: ‘His brick
Indian Institute of Management in Ahmedabad seems to be a conscious misreading of a Roman ruin. Romans, in Ostia for
example, often built walls of two courses of brick, filled with concrete. In order to keep the fresh pour from breaking the
wooden lintels over openings, they would build a relieving arch right through the two thicknesses of brick wall. So you get a
void, a lintel, and an arch. In what Kahn called his “brick order” he revised this and used the lintel to hold the arch together.
He splits the impost block in the middle to make you feel the tautness, the tension of the sides, as if they're trying to hold
the brick back. There’s so much more life in it than if it were a solid block. ’
Below Kahn’s final version of the IIM masterplan, dated 1972, is largely as built, apart from the kitchen/dining building
(left of the main courtyard), the amphitheatre and water tower (from Louis I Kahn: Complete Work 1935-74, by Heinz
Ronner and Sharad Jhaveri, Birkhäuser, 1977).
Below left Interior and exterior view of a dormitory building; section through courtyard.

Le Corbusier’s Ahmedabad buildings, who then asked Kahn
to design the project. It was to comprise a main building
with teaching areas, a library and faculty offices around the
main courtyard, and linked student dormitories and faculty
and staff houses. In designing the school, Kahn challenged
conventional notions of learning in classrooms, delighting
in incorporating corridors and spaces where less formal
teaching could happen, as well as serendipitous meetings.
The selection of brick as the principal material, said to be
made by the client for reasons of cost, prompted Kahn to
look at Roman precedents such as the Baths of Caracalla and
Hadrian’s Villa at Tivoli for inspiration. The massive, austere
brick forms also suggested a spiritual experience that
chimed with the optimism and search for identity of the new
nation, emerging from colonial rule, that could embrace
both modernity and tradition.
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The dormitories, built to accommodate 300 students,
were conceived as blocks of 60 student rooms, each divided
into units of 20. The floors of 10 rooms shared a living space,
and a series of external yards give privacy to the individual
rooms, capture prevailing breezes, and can be used as a gathering place for students. The housing district, comprising
staggered L-shaped buildings forming a large inner court,
form a backdrop to the main complex.
Kahn believed that order was a fundamental principle:
‘There is an order of all things: of wind, of materials, of our
being… order governs the making of everything that is
made, and in everything is the record of its making’. Applied
at IIM, the ‘brick wants to be an arch; the concrete wants to
be a lintel (or flat roof)… some have a relieving arch over
the openings, some others have relieving arch over a lintel,
and some others just with straight arches’.
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Duggan Morris Architects has transformed an undistinguished
1980s house by overcladding and extending it in brickwork.

An undistinguished 1980s house located
within the Swiss Cottage Conservation
Area in north-west London, has been
over-clad and extended by Duggan
Morris Architects. The locality is characterised by Victorian detached, semidetached and terraced houses built of
red brick with terracotta mouldings,
alongside post-war infill developments.
The architect was asked to progress a
scheme that had already received consent for a two-storey side extension and
remodelling of an existing family
dwelling. Following a preliminary site
visit, its initial thought was that the project represented an opportunity to revitalise the somewhat ordinary red-brick
building and build an extension as a subservient but seemingly interconnected
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annex, unifying the whole in brick,
rather than a contrasting material.
‘This opportunity seemed to have
been missed by the previously approved
scheme, which sought a strange confection of dormers, gables and parapets, in
trying to “recreate” the past, says the
architect. ‘To our mind this seemed a
derogatory reference to the surrounding Victorian terraces.’
Duggan Morris argued that the quality of the neighbouring buildings on the
street meant that a sensitive modern
approach to the refurbishment and
extension could present a vast improvement. Planning constraints governed
the height of the annex, which was
determined by the height of a previously removed electrical substation on the

site. This height restriction by topping
the extension with a cranked and planted green roof, ‘a slice of landscape
woven into the urban fabric, designed to
allow views of its surface and beyond, to
the context of the surrounding
Victorian properties and rear gardens’.
The existing building had been built
in a low grade, bright red brick, and over
time had suffered from neglect and
piecemeal changes. Duggan Morris’
original idea was to remove the outer
skin of brick and entirely rebuild it, but
significant structural constraints and
cost implications made this a near
impossibility. The solution was to overclad the retained skin with a new half
brick layer. This presented a number of
benefits, not least cost, speed, ease of

construction, and minimising waste.
The architect had used the chosen
brick on two previous projects:
Frobisher House in Bushey, a Brick
Award winner in 2011, and Kings Grove
in Peckham. It was selected for its unusual colour variation and highly textural
surface. Taking reference from the brick
Victorian terraces, the two conjoined
buildings are thus wrapped in a homogenous brick skin, but which use a subtly
differing colour palette; the original
building is clad in a red brick (multi facings) and the annex in a slightly darker
tone (selected dark facings). ‘We felt
that the darker brick would suggest a
more contemporary origin, true to the
overall composition of the two buildings’, says Duggan Morris.

Above Ground and upper floor plans.
Right External wall sections through the
extension showing the brick cavity wall
construction and sedum roof.
Left External wall section through the
existing house showing the overcladding
brick-slip system; cross section through
the existing house and the new extension;
rear elevation drawing showing the two
shades of brick employed in the project;
view as built.
Credits Architect: Duggan Morris
Architects; structural engineer: Lyons
O’Neill; environmental design consultant:
Banyards Consulting; party wall surveyor:
BCS Consulting; client and contractor:
Regal Homes; photo: Mark Hadden.
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